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CORK OBELISK  LAMP

PRODUCT  DESCRIPT ION

Handcrafted from sustainably sourced cork, this lamp is 
a design classic innovated for the modern home. Paired 
with our Scallop Cloth Shade in Medium.

COMPOSIT ION  &  CARE

Base: Cork, fitted with aged brass parts and wired with a 
2m burgundy twisted silk flex cable. The lampshade has 
been constructed without a traditional frame, and may 
need up to two days to settle into shape once unpacked. 
Lined with white card to create a diffused light. 

DIMENSIONS

Cork Obelisk Lamp: Height 41cm x Width: 13x13cm

Shade: Base 37cm x Top 10cm x Slope 21cm

UK F ITT ING

Please note, this product comes with a UK plug 
and lampshade fitting only. The base is not suita-
ble for US bulbs or fixtures: please use a UK bulb 
and US/UK adapter. More info on the lampshade 
fitting can be found overleaf.

FITT ING  SPECIF ICAT IONS

Bulb: Standard B22 Bayonet LED Golfball, 4W.

Wired with a UK fitting and plug. Switch is found 
at the top of the fitting. Cable: Twisted silk braid-
ed flex. PAT tested.

Shade reducers included, more information 
overleaf.
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FITT ING  SPECIF ICAT IONS

Extendable fitting: This lampshade is suitable for use on lamp bases as well as pendant shades. For lamp bases, 
an extended fitting (1) will sit on the lamp fixture: for any UK fittings, use the shade reducers included with your 
lampshade to secure the shade. For use as a pendant shade, simply fold the bulb fitting from an extended position 
(1) to a retracted position (2).
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SHADE REDUCERS

These shades are compatible for UK and EU fittings. With the UK compatible Cork Obelisk Lamp Base, you will 
need to position the shade reducers included with your shade above and below the shade carrier, so that the shade is 

sandwiched to the base. Secure with the detachable shade ring usually found on lamp bases.


